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KSHV: a Primer
Tropism:
B cells, endothelial cells

2 transcriptional programs:
-Latent
-Lytic

KSHV: a Primer
• LATENT
Genome persists in nucleus
- episomal
- no integration
Restricted gene expression
No virus production
Cell survives

165 kb

• LYTIC
All ORFs expressed
Progeny virus production
Cell death
Most KS tumor cells are latently infected
- Lytic infection in 1-2%

The KSHV latency locus encodes
4 ORFs and 12 pre-miRNAs

These 12 pre-miRNAs engender 17 miRNAs

KSHV latency in culture
•

•
•

•

Many established lines can be infected with
KSHV
– Default pathway: Latency
No growth phenotype in most lines
Latency program of KSHV is not strongly
immortalizing
– Unlike EBV!
BUT: there is a phenotype in endothelial cells

Bechtel et al JV 77: 6474 (2003)

Infection of Primary Endothelial
Cells by KSHV
Note: these cells are
not immortalized!
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NFκB activates pro-inflammatory
and anti-apoptotic programs
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vFLIP effects: summary
• Latent v-FLIP expression triggers
spindling typical of KS tumor cells
– Shape change is cell-autonomous
– NFkB--> paracrine inflammatory
signaling
• Note: neither KSHV latency nor
vFLIP expression is immortalizing in
vitro
– May confer survival benefit in vivo
but this isn’t evident in vitro

A second pro-inflammatory
gene in the KSHV latency
program…

Kaposin locus structure
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Tough protein to work with - toxic when overexpressed

Yeast 2 hybrid screen with Kaposin B

MAP kinase-associated protein kinase-2 (MK2)

The interaction between kaposin B
and MK2 is direct

• interaction maps to amino-terminal DR2
repeats
•MK2 is an effector of the p38 signaling
pathway

Colocalization of MK2 and kaposin B

kaposin B:
• is co-exported with MK2
• does not have classical NLS or NES
• trafficking may depend on interaction with MK2

How does kaposin B affect MK2
kinase activity?
Immune complex kinase assay

kaposin B ACTIVATES MK2 kinase activity

ARE-containing mRNAs &
KSHV Pathogenesis
IL6: spindle cell survival & growth
TNF-α: abundant in KS lesions
IFN-γ: lytic reactivation of KSHV,
progression of KS
VEGF: neoangiogenesis

Prediction: kaposin B expression should
stabilize ARE-containing mRNAs

ARE decay assay

Kaposin B stabilizes AU-rich mRNA

… and increases cytokine production

A model for MK2 activation by Kaposin B

Paradox
•

vFLIP and kaposin B help
explain inflammatory phenotype
of KS lesions

• BUT: why has KSHV evolved to
do this?
– Other viruses encode factors
that block inflammatory
responses!
– Viral evolution is about
spread: Disease is a
sideshow!
How does an inflammatory
microenvironment promote KSHV
replication and/or spread?
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LANA: a latent protein that
functions in episome maintenance
• Binds TR sequences in
viral DNA
• Promotes episomal
replication
• Also bind host chromatin
– H2A,B; Brd4

– Tether Model
– (Ken Kaye, Rolf Renne, Erle
Robertson)

But: this mechanism is
inefficient, and KSHV latency is
relatively unstable

Loss of KSHV episomes from de
novo-infected cells

Single cell clones derived from
infected SLK cells

KSHV episomes are lost from
SLKp cells

Summary: latency instability
• Newly established latent KSHV
infection is unstable
• Proliferation leads to episome
loss
• In vivo counterpart: KS
spindle cells
• Rare cells undergo episome
stabilization
• In vivo counterpart: PEL
cells
• Stabilization is epigenetic and
acts in cis

Tumor virology dogma
• Latency program does the work
of tumorigenesis by stimulating
proliferation and extending cell
survival
• Lytic program doesn’t
contribute to cancer, because
lytically infected cells die
• (early, accessory role in
virus spread)

Clinical medicine provides a seminal
clue: ganciclovir and KS risk
n
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Martin, NEJM 340:1063 (1999)

Ongoing lytic replication is
continuously necessary for KS
development!

How might lytic replication
contribute to KS?
• If latency is not
immortalizing: allow
replacement of dying cells
• If latency is not stable:
allow rescue of uninfected
segregants
• Produce paracrine factors
that promote inflammation
or angiogenesis

Lytic functions with paracrine activity

v-MIPs (3)
v-IL6

v-GPCR

Inflammation,
angiogenesis?
B cell survival,
angiogenesis

VEGF induction

Pat Moore, John Nicholas, Enrique Mesri,

Summary
• KSHV latency program can
promote inflammation, cell
survival and possibly
proliferation
• But the effects are modest by
comparison with known tumor
viruses

• KSHV lytic replication is
continuously required for KS
development
• Regenerates latently infected
cells lost to cell death or
instability
• Provides paracrine signals for
inflammation & angiogenesis

Some clinical inferences…
• Would prolonged treatment
of established KS with GCV
result in remissions?
• Is the linkage of KS to HIV
caused by the loss of
immune control of lytic
infection?

And medicine continues to provide
new clues to KS biology…
• Recent trials show
rapamycin is very effective
in treatment of posttransplant KS
• What is the role of the
mTOR pathway in KS
biology - and how is this
influenced by KSHV
infection?

“The work of the righteous is done
by others”
--Talmud
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